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“Welcome to Brickville!”

“A town full of happy, friendly, hard-working citizens.”

“Where there’s something for everyone: Hotels, theaters, shopping
centers, restaurants. It’s a small, but thriving, metropolis.”

“And all watched over by its loyal and protective police force.”

“Speaking of which, allow me to introduce myself. The name’s
Benjamin O’Hara, police officer, third class.”
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Brickville
A small metropolis out in the middle of
somewhere, in one of the more advanced
countries of the Planet Brix, the city of
Brickville has been a thriving and
peaceful town for as long as anyone can
remember.
The town has been built up over the
years, from a small train station depot in
the days of the old west, all the way up to
the small, thriving city it is now. Even the
occasional trouble from neighboring town
of Edsonville, whose crime rate is rather
high, has failed to dishearten the citizens
here. From the Brickville Academy of
Science and Innovation, to the Buy-Mart
shopping center and Mason Theater, all
the way down to the Fire and Police Departments and the zoo, there’s a lot to
see and do here in Brickville.

Ludwig Von
Vanderhosen
No

one quite knows the entire history of
Ludwig Von Vanderhosen, although
rumor has it he grew up in the small
country of Anglershtine, a place where
life is tough on everybody.

Known for his signature laugh, (“Ha! Ha!
Ha!” laughed with an accent) Ludwig is
infamous throughout the world. He’s
robbed banks in many of the world’s major cities. Motaris, Studsdon, New Brick,
Brickago, Blockyo, Builjing, Kiro, Kjelhi,
Bloscow, he’s seen them all.
Now he’s turned up in Brickville, and Ben
O’Hara may have finally met his match.
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Summer 2014 we’re launching
an exciting adventure with a COMIC series that
weaves life’s lessons into stories and media that are
sure to entertain, educate and empower. The comic
series also serves as a storyboard - these stories will
be turned into a VIDEO series of narrated nonanimated still images with audio and visual effects.
Proceeds from these comic and preliminary video
projects will fund ambitions to assemble further
materials, staff and operations in order to ultimately
create full ANIMATION videos utilizing stop-motion
film technology and practices.

COMIC
Circle pi Film Group has been inspired by a fusion of
LEGO products, Reverend W. Awdry’s creation Thomas
the Tank Engine, stop-motion practices employed in
Wallace and Gromit animations, and the sheer creative
genius of George Lucas and Walt Disney.

Responsibility blended with entrepreneurial spirit
drives us to turn our life’s blessings into media that
empower the next generation. - creative fun coupled
with a purpose of teaching life’s lessons.

VIDEO
Encouraging NATURAL CURIOSITY - a love to
explore the world - is a great way to learn and
understand how the world works. Learning can
empower to remain steadfast when appropriate, and
inspire change where necessary. Supporting curiosity
encourages the joy of a lifetime of learning.

Fostering development by inspiring creativity and learning - maybe finding the next budding leader,
architect or engineer. Cognitive development through
manipulation of LEGO products and dreaming up
adventures takes creativity, logical thinking and
planning. Science. Technology. Physics. Problem solving.
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Troubleshooting. Order and procedure. Random
creativity. Systematic creativity. All a part of
developing CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS.

ANIMATION
Storytelling - re-enacting and narrating events that
matter. Learning moral lessons. Acquiring core values..
Even improved speech while making up stories and
interacting with siblings, friends and collaborators.
SOCIAL SKILLS through valuable lessons about
teamwork, sharing, kindness, and emotions.
Collaboration. Sharing. Cooperation. Our stories and
resultant enjoyment of LEGO products are sure to
build active IMAGINATION, serve as a catalyst for
independent self-entertainment, and foster group
interaction - learning to be a good friend and sibling.

$17 on our website: circlepi.com/FG
$7 for fans: fb.com/Corey.Peiffer.Biz
Includes all of this:
Comic alpha - immediate electronic delivery of our
completed alpha-comic. Ready to go today!
Comic beta - scheduled for August 2014 refinements already underway.
Video alpha - scheduled for December 2014 - our
beta-comic “storyboard” will be fused with narration,
voicework, and audio & video effects - resulting in a
non-animated video with all the bells and whistles
except frame-by-frame animation - one step closer.
Discount when our fully animated video is released.
Email & blog updates of the progress and journey.
Pride in being a part of educational entertainment that
inspires and empowers the next generation.
Thank you for joining us!
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